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Editorial
Considering the ever more difficult economic situation, the AR 
editorial board's decision to publish the magazine in both digital 
and printed versions has proven to be a good one. The former 
enables greater availability in English as well as production in 
colour, while the latter allows for a better overview and is in 
many respects more practical. So we are presented with two 
versions which, of course, entails more work, but authors find 
them ever more attractive.   
Efforts made at congresses by myself and my colleague Zupančič 
to recruit new authors have slowly but surely produced results. 
Unfortunately, this also means more work because an increasing 
number of submitted contributions never get published after 
being reviewed.      
The current issue comprises eleven articles, eight of which are 
scholarly ones.
Our colleagues Gašper Mrak, Alma Zavodnik Lamovšek and 
Alenka Fikfak deal with the theme of settlement patterns in the 
Slovenian countryside in an article entitled SUSTAINABLE 
SPATIAL  DEVELOPMENT  IN  THE  COUNTRYSIDE  – 
SETTLEMENT PATTERNS IN THE SLOVENIAN ALPS.
Alongside new emerging concepts of spatial interventions that 
not only involve issues of environmental protection but also 
cultural, economic and political aspects of sustainability, the 
main problems associated with investigating the development of 
settlements in the Slovenian Alps are as follows: How to enable 
the co-existence of traditional settlement patterns in the pristine 
protected areas? How to ensure the co-existence of traditional 
rural architecture with contemporary structures designed for 
a large number of visitors?  And how to combine all of these 
components with a story of attractiveness? Some answers may 
be found here. 
Jernej  Markelj,  Manja  Kitek  Kuzman  and Martina 
Zbašnik-Senegačnik write about assessment methods for 
sustainable built environments which have evolved on the 
basis of local characteristics and legislation.  Their article, 
entitled  A  REVIEW  OF  BUILDING  SUSTAINABILITY 
ASSESSMENT METHODS, offers a review of some of them: 
BREEAM, LEED, DGNB and SBTool. 
Andreja Benko, a trainee researcher, writes about planning 
procedures in our most common type of residential building 
construction in her article called CONSTRUCTION 
PROCEDURE  OF  SINGLE-FAMILY  HOUSES  IN 
SLOVENIA. She analyses the relationships among the 
designer, the investor and other participants in the procedure. 
Key evidence of a good work performance is shown in the time 
plan for the construction and design stages.The optimum design 
procedure is demonstrated through a stage-sequential model 
which provides the fastest way to achieve the objective.   
Peter Šenk depicts the dualities between an infrastructure 
system and the units or components plugged into it. With the 
title  THE  PLUG-IN  CONCEPT:  TECHNOLOGY  AND 
AESTHETICS OF CHANGE, the article primarily discusses 
town planning.
After returning from the United States, our young colleague 
Srđan Nađ again turns to its architecture. His article entitled 
AMERICAN MULTI-DWELLING ARCHITECTURE OF 
THE  SECOND  HALF  OF  THE  19TH  CENTURY  AND 
FIRST HALF OF THE 20TH CENTURY nicely shows the 
evolution and directions of design in the first half of the twentieth 
century when the issue of dense settlement in limited spaces 
had to be tackled. It mainly depicts the city of Chicago where 
between 1924 and 1929 several quality housing complexes were 
built which deviated from the housing construction practised 
until then by applying consistent ground plan designs. 
Our colleague Luka Jančič deals with the issue of representation. 
His article called THE  IMPACT  OF  MULTILAYERED 
TECHNOLOGIES  ON  ARCHITECTURAL  MODEL 
PRODUCTION AND USE  presents a few examples along with 
the issue of materialising abstract designs. The examples given 
may also be used for the analysis, assessment and development 
of ideas about spatial design. 
Our colleagues from Niš, Biljana  Arandjelović and Ana 
Momčilović-Petronijević, deal with vernacular architecture. 
Their contribution has the title THE  TYPOLOGY  OF 
TRADITIONAL  SLAVIC  BUILDINGS,  THE  CASE  OF 
SERBIA. After their arrival, the Slavs primarily made use of 
local materials and simple techniques which, unfortunately, do 
not last long: timber, earth and stone. In doing so, they used 
locally available timber which they exploited down to the very 
last piece by applying wood joinery techniques and technologies. 
A group made up of Alenka  Fikfak,  Milan  Dinevski, 
Petra  Ježek,  Nace  Nagode,  Gašper  Skalar  Rogič,  Urša 
Suhadolnik Vovko and Jakob Šuštar wrote an article entitled 
THE  CULTURE  OF  THE  SETTLEMENT  SPACE  IN 
SLOVENIA.  They conducted a survey on the topic of the 
culture of the settlement space, which primarily refers to the 
visual image among perceptions of the settlement space. Their 
contribution presents the results of research which involved 
spatial management professionals and senior students from the 
Faculty of Architecture at the University of Ljubljana.  
Kornélia Kissfazekas wrote an article featuring modern content 
for Hungary: TRANSFORMATIONS  OF  HUNGARIAN 
TRADITIONAL  TOWN  CENTERS  IN  THE  ERA  OF 
SOCIALISM - TWO CASE STUDIES.  The article relates to 
two towns: Kecskemet and Szeckzard. The solution in Szeckzard 
is a better one because it acknowledges the existing conditions 
and the town’s size, whilst Kecskemet came into being as a 
typical political town and is, above all, oversized.      
Our former professor Blaž  Vogelnik suggests quite a 
few  specific  solutions  in  his  article  A  PROPOSAL  FOR 
RECONSTRUCTING THE RESIDENTIAL TOWERS ON 
ROŠKA STREET. These towers are undoubtedly the riskiest 
buildings in Ljubljana in terms of seismic safety. He proposes the 
rehabilitation of these structures following a philosophy which 
leaves the building interiors untouched and implements all the 
necessary reinforcements outside the structures themselves.  
Larisa Brojan, a trainee researcher, presents the work she did 
for her doctoral thesis in the United States in an article called 
A REPORT ON INVESTIGATIONS CARRIED OUT AT 
THE  UNIVERSITY  OF  MASSACHUSETTS,  AMHERS 
(USA).  Straw bale construction is more widespread in both 
the United Kingdom and the United States than we imagine in 
our country. But interest in straw bale construction can also be 
seen in Slovenia; in the past three years at least six buildings 
have been constructed by utilising a structural system with straw 
bales filling in between.   
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Uvodnik
Ob vse težjih ekonomskih razmerah dobiva odločitev uredništva 
AR, da izhajamo v dveh oblikah: v digitalni in v tiskani, svoj 
prav. Po eni strani je dosegljivost v angleškem jeziku večja, 
digitalizacija omogoča barvne postavitve, po drugi pa je papirna 
verzija vendarle preglednejša in za marsikaj uporabnejša. Tako 
smo priča dvem verzijam, ki prinašata seveda več dela, a sta za 
avtorje vse mikavnejši.
Napori, ki jih vlagava s kolegom Zupančičem na kongresih - za 
nabiranje novih avtorjev - prinašajo rezultate, a počasi, čeprav 
zanesljivo. Žal pa je pri tem tudi več dela, saj je vse več prispelih 
člankov, ki v tisk po recenzentskem postopku ne pridejo.
V tokratni številki je enajst člankov, od tega osem znanstvenih.
Kolegi  Gašper  Mrak,  Alma  Zavodnik  Lamovšek, 
Alenka  Fikfak  so obdelali temo poselitvenih vzorcev 
slovenskega  podeželja  z  naslovom  SUSTAINABLE 
SPATIAL  DEVELOPMENT  IN  THE  COUNTRYSIDE  – 
SETTLEMENT PATTERNS IN THE SLOVENIAN ALPS.
Ob vedno novih trajnostno naravnanih, etičnih in odgovornih 
konceptih  prostorskih  posegov,  ki  ne  vključujejo  samo 
vprašanja varovanja okolja, ampak tudi kulturne, ekonomske 
in politične vidike trajnosti so glavni problemi pri raziskovanju 
razvoja poselitve v slovenskih Alpah: kako omogočiti sobivanje 
tradicionalnih poselitvenih vzorcev v neokrnjenih varovanih 
območjih? Kako zagotoviti sobivanje tradicionalne podeželske 
arhitekture in sodobnih objektov, namenjenih večjemu številu 
obiskovalcev?  In  kako  združiti  vse  te  elemente  z  zgodbo  o 
privlačnosti? Nekaj odgovorov je tukaj.
Jernej Markelj, Manja Kitek Kuzman, Martina Zbašnik-
Senegačnik pišejo o metodah vrednotenja skladno grajenega 
okolja,  ki    so  se  razvijale  na  osnovi  lokalnih  značilnosti  in 
zakonodaje. A REVIEW OF BUILDING SUSTAINABILITY 
ASSESSMENT  METHODS prinaša pregled nekaterih:   
BREEAM, LEED, DGNB in SBTool. 
Mlada raziskovalka Andreja Benko piše o postopkih načrtovanja 
pri naši najbolj razširjeni gradnji v članku CONSTRUCTION 
PROCEDURE  OF  SINGLE-FAMILY  HOUSES  IN 
SLOVENIA.  Razčlenjuje  odnos    med  projektantom, 
investitorjem  in  ostalimi  udeleženci  v  postopku.  Pri  tem  je 
ključni dokaz uspešnosti mogoče prikazati na časovnici graditve 
in faz v projektiranju.
Optimalnost postopka projektiranja se kaže v modelu zaporedja 
faz, ki nam omogoča najhitrejšo pot do cilja. 
Peter Šenk opisuje dvojnosti med infrastrukturnim sistemom 
ter  nanj  priključenimi  enotami  ali  elementi.  Članek  ima 
naslov THE PLUG-IN CONCEPT: TECHNOLOGY AND 
AESTHETICS OF CHANGE in govori predvsem o urbanizmu.
Mladi kolega Srđan  Nađ  se  po  povratku  iz  Združenih 
držav  spet  vrača  k  njihovi  arhitekturi.  Članek  AMERIŠKA 
VEČSTANOVANJSKA  ARHITEKTURA  V  DRUGI 
POLOVICI  19.  IN  PRVI  POLOVICI  20.  STOLETJA 
dobro prikazuje razvoj in usmeritve projektiranja prve polovice 
dvajsetega  stoletja,  ko  so  bili  soočeni  s  problemom  goste 
poselitve na prostorsko omejeni površini. Opisuje predvsem 
Chicago, kjer je bilo med letoma 1924 in 1929 zgrajenih več 
kakovostnih stanovanjskih sklopov, ki z doslednim načrtovanjem 
tlorisnih zasnov odstopajo od dotedanje stanovanjske gradnje.
Kolega Luka Jančič se ukvarja s problematiko predstavitev. 
Članek  VPLIV  SLOJEVITIH  TEHNOLOGIJ  NA 
IZDELAVO  IN  RABO  MAKET  V  ARHITEKTURI 
predstavlja nekaj primerov in problematiko materializacije 
abstraktnih zasnov, ki lahko služijo ne le kot predstavitve, pač 
pa za analizo, ocenjevanje in razvoj idej v oblikovanju prostora.
Kolegici iz Niša, Biljana Arandjelović in Ana Momčilović-
Petronijević se ukvarjata z vernakularno arhitekturo. Z naslovom 
TIPOLOGIJA  TRADICIONALNIH  SLOVANSKIH 
ZGRADB, NA PRIMERU SRBIJE. Slovani so ob prihodu 
uporabljali predvsem lokalne materiale in preproste tehnike, ki 
žal niso prav dolge življenjske dobe: les, zemljine in kamen. Pri 
tem je bil uporabljen lokalno dosegljiv les, ki so ga s tesarskimi 
zvezami in s tehnologijami izkoriščali do zadnjega kosa. 
Skupina, ki jo sestavljajo Alenka Fikfak, Milan Dinevski, Petra 
Ježek, Nace Nagode, Gašper Skalar Rogič, Urša Suhadolnik 
Vovko, Jakob Šuštar,  je  napisala  članek  KULTURA 
NASELBINSKEGA  PROSTORA  V  SLOVENIJI. Izvedli 
so javnomnenjsko raziskavo na temo Kultura naselbinskega 
prostora, ki se je nanašala predvsem na vizualno podobo 
doživljajskega  prostora  naselij.  V  prispevku  so  predstavljeni 
rezultati raziskave, v katero so bili vključeni  strokovnjaki s 
področja urejanja prostora in študentje višjih letnikov Fakultete 
za arhitekturo Univerze v Ljubljani. 
Kornélia  Kissfazekas  je  napisala  članek  z  moderno 
vsebino  na  Madžarskem:  SPREMEMBE  MADŽARSKIH 
TRADICIONALNIH  MESTNIH  JEDER  V  ČASU 
SOCIALIZMA  -  DVA  PRIMERA. Govori o dveh mestih: 
o Kecskemetu in o Szeckzardu. Slednja rešitev je boljša, ker 
upošteva  predvsem  okoliščine  in  velikost  mesta,  medtem  ko 
je  Kecskemet  nastal  kot  značilno  politično  mesto,  predvsem 
predimanzionirano.
Naš bivši profesor Blaž Vogelnik predlaga kar nekaj konkretnih 
rešitev  v  članku  PREDLOG  KAKO  REKONSTRUIRATI 
ROŠKE  STOLPNICE,  ki  so  zagotovo  najproblematičnejše 
ljubljanske stavbe v pogledu potresne varnosti. Predlagal je 
sanacijo teh objektov v smislu filozofije, kjer ostane notranjost 
stavbe  nedotaknjena  in  vse  potrebne  ojačitve  izvedejo  izven 
samega objekta. 
Mlada raziskovalka Larisa  Brojan predstavlja svoje delo 
v  Združenih  državah,  kjer  je  opravljala  del  obveznosti  za 
svojo doktorsko nalogo. POROČILO  O  OPRAVLJENIH 
RAZISKAVAH NA UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, 
AMHERST  (ZDA).  Gradnja  s  slamo  je  tako  v  Združenem 
kraljestvu kot v Združenih državah kar razširjeno, bolj kot si to 
predstavljamo pri nas. A zanimanje za gradnjo z balami slame 
je navzoče tudi v Sloveniji, v zadnjih treh letih je bilo zgrajenih 
vsaj 6 objektov, kjer je kot polnilo uporabljena bala slame.
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Introduction
"In a period of absolute digital obsession, it has become obvious 
that no single medium, tool, software, material or technique 
will suffice to achieve the kind of vigor and complexity that an 
innovative work of architecture necessitates." [Schork, 2009: 
309]
The development of informational technologies and the 
omnipresent use of computers in the late 20th century have 
changed the world dramatically. In architecture, the revolution 
started with the emergence of CAD software that offered an 
alternative to the standard set of tools used to make architectural 
drawings. After 2000 years of service [Sheil, 2012: 137] 
compasses, dividers, rulers and squares were being replaced 
by a single tool. In the first period of CAD use, the shift from 
analogue to digital means of drawing brought little reflection of 
that fact in the shape of buildings [Iwamoto, 2009: 5]. 
In the few decades that followed the advent of CAD, computers 
became not only the principal tool for the production of 
architectural drawings, but also a powerful design tool that 
enabled radical changes in the way architects design and build 
architecture.
The  first  considerable  shifts  came  with  the  introduction  of 
three-dimensional computer modeling tools. These were soon 
recognized as much more than just a method for the rapid 
production of perspective drawings, and started being used in 
ways that began to expand the use of complex geometries in 
architecture. As architects ventured deeper into digital design, 
the tools at their disposal became more sophisticated. The 
early days of modeling software, when programs had to be 
individually written for a limited number of parts, are long gone. 
Today’s computer modeling tools offer easy-to-understand 
interfaces and almost intuitive handling possibilities that allow 
for creations of unprecedented complexity. 
The increasing complexity of creations, enabled by the use of use 
of three-dimensional computer modeling tools, has introduced 
CAD/CAM (Computer-Aided-Manufacture) into architecture. 
As the new free-form designs proved to be very challenging for 
traditional/analogue fabrication techniques architects turned to 
processes that have been used for decades in the development 
and fabrication of cars, airplanes and smaller consumer goods 
[Dunn, 2012: 20]. The new way of materializing ideas helped 
energize architectural design thinking, and expanded the limits 
of architectural form [Iwamoto, 2009: 5].
Today, design as well as construction, the two fundamental 
activities and concerns of the discipline, are redefined by an 
increasing proliferation of three-dimensional design tools and 
Članek  je  poročilo  o  raziskovalnem  delu,  ki  nastaja  v  okviru 
doktorskega  študija  in  se  posveča  uporabi  slojevitih  tehnologij  za 
potrebe izdelave arhitekturnih maket. Uporaba maket je razširjena tudi 
v okviru računalniško podprtega oblikovanja in izdelave, kjer makete 
ostajajo prva materializacija abstraktnih zasnov. Uporabljajo se za 
predstavitev, iskanje, vrednotenje in razvoj novih zamisli. Čeprav so 
novi načini izdelave običajno vrednoteni predvsem s stališča stroškov 
ali tehničnih vprašanj, je članek namenjen predstavitvi raziskovalnega 
dela  namenjenega  določitvi  osnovnih  mehanizmov  tradicionalne 
uporabe maket s ciljem določitve načinov delovanja, uprabe in nalog 
maket v arhitekturi. Lastnosti slojevitih tehnologij, ki so proces 
izdelave  maket  ločile  od  ročnega  dela,  želimo  ovrednotiti  skozi 
prizmo tradicionalnih nalog maket v arhitekturi. Ugotavljamo, da je 
uporabnost slojevitih tehnologij odvisna namena izdelane makete in se 
spreminja glede na njeno funkcijo.
arhitektura, slojevite tehnologije, makete, digitalno podprta izdelava architecture, layered technologies, physical models, digital fabrication
The following paper is an in-progress report on the research conducted 
as part of PhD studies focusing on the use of layered technologies 
for the production of physical models in architecture. In the age of 
CAD/CAM (Computer-Aided-Manufacture), physical models remain 
widespread and are often the first materialization of abstract concepts, 
used not only as a way of presentation but also for the generation, 
evaluation and development of new design ideas. While latest modes 
of model production are often discussed in terms of costs and technical 
issues, the paper at hand focuses on a stage of our research where we 
aim to identify the basic mechanisms of traditional model use in order 
to determine the performance, use and implementation of physical 
models in the field of architecture. The characteristics of CAM tools 
and systems based on additive technologies, which have removed the 
model-making process from the hands of architects and model-makers, 
are examined through the scope of traditional physical model tasks 
in architecture. We find that the practicality of additive technologies 
is dependent on the type of physical models produced and varies 
according to their function.67
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digital fabrication, enabling architects to conceive and produce 
designs that would be very difficult to develop using traditional 
methods [Dunn, 2010: 20].
Digital methodologies now allow architects to conceive 
architecture more fluidly in terms of information, and digital 
fabrication provides a way to produce such designs directly 
from digital data. The shift from analogue means to digital 
systems of conceptual design and material production enables a 
more profound interaction between data and matter [Kolarevic, 
2005]. These profound changes have transformed the use of the 
entire array of traditional design and presentation tools. Some of 
them became redundant while others are experiencing a revival. 
Among the latter, physical models are one of the most obvious.
These objects that were initially strong candidates for extinction 
and replacement by their virtual counterparts [Dunn, 2010: 80] 
seem to be more popular than ever. It may be that their current 
popularity is rooted in the wide success of the very reason behind 
the initial speculations of their possible extinction - computer 
modeling software. Available software tools offer almost 
intuitive handling possibilities and can produce results that are 
very difficult to assess, evaluate and proof sufficiently based 
solely on a two-dimensional projection on the computer screen 
[Kern, 2008: 106]. CAM is often used to bring such designs 
into physical form as models, so that they can be examined and 
developed further. Among the most popular systems for such 
tasks are those based on layered technologies, generally known 
as rapid prototyping or 3D-printing machines.
Figure 1: Layered technologies allow a rapid and accurate materialization 
(right) of digital 3D models (left). The process is fully automated and the final 
product is produced in a single production stage.
Slika 1: Slojevite tehnologije omogočajo hitro in natančno materializacijo 
(desno) digitalnih 3D modelov (levo). Izdelava makete poteka v enem koraku, 
postopek pa je popolnoma avtomatiziran.
Layered technologies are a group of additive manufacturing 
systems able to transform digital models into physical objects by 
depositing thin layers of material according to data automatically 
retrieved from the blueprint. This automated way of model-
making allows for the rapid and accurate production of physical 
models during all stages of architectural conceptualization, 
demonstration and production and is a valuable way for 
establishing a continuous dialogue between the physical and 
digital concepts during design development.
The new relationship between data and matter enabled by 
digital additive technologies was first recognized as a promising 
way to produce architectural models over twenty years ago 
[Streich, 1991]. Since then, there has been a lot of discussion 
in the architectural community about the possibilities for 
transferring the means of modeling and prototyping from the 
mechanical engineering and manufacturing industry, where 
they were initially developed, to the architectural design 
process itself. The discussion is mostly focused on the issues 
of price, speed, detail and size of models produced with layered 
technologies in comparison with traditional and other digitally 
controlled ways of model production. This discourse has shown 
a certain tendency to separate the product from the process, 
and model-making is rarely regarded as an integral part of the 
architectural design process. Assessment of the final outcome 
is often performed according to production standards alone 
(finish, accuracy), while other non-technical (and often quite as 
important) qualities and aspects that influence the usability of 
the product are all too frequently ignored.
One could argue that an old segregation has reemerged in the 
context of digital fabrication of physical models, namely the 
division between intellectual and material aspects of architecture 
where, according to Starkey [2006], architectural drawings are 
often discussed in relation to ideas whilst architectural models 
are more likely to be discussed in relation to matter. The vivid 
discussion on models in relation to ideas characteristic for the 
last decades of the 20th century [Moon, 2005] has in the scope 
of layered technologies once again been replaced by the issues 
of matter and the relation to manual labor and craft, and has 
therefore dissociated itself from the intellectual.
At a time when it is becoming increasingly difficult to separate 
the physical from the digital, when the methods of design and 
production have converged to form part of the same process, we 
ought to take a closer look at the impact of new technologies not 
only on production but also on the use of physical models in the 
architectural design process itself.
Problem
The effect of technical changes affecting the design process 
(CAD) in combination with new manufacturing technologies 
(CAM, Computer Aided Manufacture) on the production and 
use of physical models in architecture is still largely unknown.
The industry is well informed on the comparison between 
traditional and layered manufacturing in the context of 
architectural scale models. In recent decades, the issues of price, 
size and speed have been meticulously researched and evaluated.
Although these criteria are absolutely essential for the process 
of model-making, it should be noted that models are not only 
about economy [Morris, 2006: 9]. They are strongly connected 
to abstract ideas regarding the process and stages of design 
development that influence both their production and use. The 
implications of the production process are often an integral 
part of the model’s performance and should not be judged by 
technical criteria alone.68
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Objective
"If designers do not understand the idiosyncrasies of the media 
and tools they employ, they will be forced to move their design 
in a direction that was not intended." [Schork, 2009: 309]
 "Each of the traditional methods has its own individual intrinsic 
value, and each will retain a place in the architect’s design 
and presentation arsenal long after rapid prototyping has been 
adopted by the industry." [Kirton & Lavoie, 2005]
Our research is aimed at identifying the basic similarities and 
differences in the production, use and performance of physical 
models created using traditional technologies compared to those 
made with layered manufacturing.
In this way, we wish to contribute to both theory and practice 
by shedding new light on the processes that often go unnoticed 
[Morris, 2006: 7]. We focus on the basic qualities of traditional 
physical models in order to determine how their removal 
from the process of model-making that occurs in automated 
production (and the rather predictable result of that process) is 
compatible with the traditional use of models in architecture. 
To achieve that objective we focus on the basic principles of 
layered technologies (which are more or less constant, not 
subject to continuous change like the size, price and speed of 
the machines) and the ways they differ from traditional means 
of model-making in order to determine how these principles fit 
into architectural design.
In our research we do not seek to establish rules, but rather 
examine meticulously the patterns of layered technology 
application in relation to traditional techniques, and the potential 
for new ways of physical model use in architecture. We wish to 
promote the critical use of these technologies by identifying the 
particular phases or aspect of design where they may show better 
results and hope that the study will contribute to an objective 
classification of correlations between traditional and digitally 
produced physical models. 
Figure 2: Research goal. We set out to establish the position and potential of 
additive technologies in the context of contemporary architectural model-
making.
Slika 2: Cilj raziskovalnega dela je določitev vloge in potenciala uporabe 
slojevitih tehnologij  za izdelavo maket v sodobni arhitekturni praksi.
Research questions 
Initial research has shown that we should evaluate the impact of 
layered manufacturing on the production and use of architectural 
models by defining and examining the basic principles of physical 
model use and the possibilities of applying those principles 
to models made with layered technologies. To determine the 
effectiveness of new-technology models in performing the 
traditional tasks of physical models and define the potential new 
ways of physical model use, the following research questions 
were formed:
•  Can layered technologies be used to produce physical 
models  that  fulfill  traditional  model  tasks  in  the 
conceptualization and presentation of architecture? 
•  Is rapid prototyping enabling new ways of using physical 
models in spatial conceptualization?
Methodology
Research is being conducted in two stages. In the first stage we 
consider the practicality of layered technologies through the 
scope of traditional architectural model making. In the second 
stage we intend to determine if the shortcomings we detected 
during  the  first  stage  are  replaced  by  some  other  qualities 
traditional techniques do not offer. The paper discuses the data 
and findings of the first stage where we focused on the specifics 
of the architectural design process and the use of physical 
objects in order to define the possibilities for the critical use of 
additive technologies in the process of designing architecture. 
The basic mechanisms, characteristics and reasons for different 
methods of model production were defined with the use of the 
comparative method. Comparative study provided us with the 
essential mechanisms for the successful use of physical models 
in architecture and the abilities of layered technologies in that 
context.
To determine the basic qualities, the following sub-questions 
were formed:
•  How do models function?
•  Why do architects build models?
•  In which cases can the product and the process of 
architectural model-making be separated, and what are 
the consequences of such separation?
In order to answer these sub-questions, we compare a number 
of reports from the fields of architectural theory, model making, 
and the design process to determine the qualities that must 
be provided during the model-making procedure in order for 
models to be able to function in accordance with the demands 
of architecture.
Relations between layered technologies and digital models were 
established using the same method.
Abstraction
 "Models are representations of objects, states, events. They 
are idealized in the sense that they are less complicated than 
reality and hence easier to use for research purposes. […] 
Models are easier to manipulate than the real thing, and there is 
a process of abstraction in which only the relevant properties are 
represented." [Healy, 2008: 7] 
According to available sources, abstraction is the key for the 
successful use of models. Through the process of removing 
certain elements from something, the subject is reduced to a set 
of essential characteristics. Abstraction leads to ambiguity and 
requires a form of intuitive or common experience in order to be 69
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understood. Understanding the language of abstraction allows 
one to see more than what is actually there.
Abstraction in architecture
"Design does not operate exclusively on the basis of resemblance, 
but on the basis of abstract codes and a complex instrumentality. 
Architecture presumes a transformation of reality, but an 
architect attempting to work directly with that reality will be 
paralyzed. The detachment of architecture’s representational 
codes allows the designer to experiment with relative freedom. 
But abstraction is more than an expedient. By working with 
the abstract material of number, proportion and interval, the 
architect can structure internal relationships and move smoothly 
between the visible and the invisible. Invention follows, and 
paradoxically, a more complex appearance is produced than if 
appearance were the starting point." [Allen, 2009: 75]
Figure 3: While a sketch and a plan are both abstract forms of display and can 
be equally confusing to an untrained eye, a technical drawing is a much less 
ambiguous form of abstraction. 
Slika 3: Skica in načrt sta, kot abstrakta načina predstavitve, lahko laiku enako 
nerazumljiva, vendar je tehnična risba veliko manj dvoumen način abstrakcije.
In the renaissance, abstraction established itself as a principal 
way of architectural expression. Drawing as the primary form 
of two-dimensional abstraction allowed architects to influence 
the building process and construction indirectly, from a distance. 
During the centuries that followed, particularly during the period 
of domination of the École des Beaux-Arts, the profession 
became a world of two-dimensional representation [Morris, 
2006: 17]. In this abstract world certain rules were established 
in order to avoid confusion and architectural drawing became 
a form of language fully understandable only to professionals. 
However, the use of abstraction in architecture is not ambivalent. 
Two practices of use are evident. One is used in technical 
drawing, as a language governed by a set of strict rules that 
reduce the possibility of free interpretation to a minimum. A 
floor plan, for instance, should only be interpreted in a certain 
way, which makes it an unambiguous form of expression to 
anybody familiar with the rules. The other practice present in 
architecture is abstraction with no strict rules that allows for 
multiple interpretations and can lead to new and unexpected 
results and discoveries. This method is used more individually 
as a tool of exploration and generation of ideas. That is why 
freehand sketching is a popular way of development and 
evaluation of initial ideas [Edwards, 2008].
"The architectural model shares the mechanism of abstraction 
and scale reduction with the drawing. Beyond this it offers the 
three-dimensional quality of its representation, which gives it its 
particular vividness, and the possibility of freely choosing the 
materials for construction." [Gänshirt, 2007: 151]
Gänshirt does not specify the particular quality of three-
dimensional presentation, but the statement suggests that 
abstraction presented in three-dimensional form is the source of 
the distinct functionality of physical models.
Functioning of physical models
"They (physical models) are representations of an object or 
architectural structure at a reduced scale; but they are also an 
object in their own right, full of expressive meaning." [Pascuali 
Mirό et al., 2010:8]
It is this "object" that Healey (2008:53) refers to when he states 
that physical models are converting abstraction to reality and 
reality in this case is the object itself. On the other hand, Healey 
also states:  "The physical model is an artifact such that its parts, 
their relations and its working are suitably analogous to some 
other system."
According to the above, models are useful for at least two reasons. 
As an artifact they are a materialization of an abstract idea that 
makes the idea more "real". As an analogy they can be used to 
represent future architectures, allowing architects to experiment 
freely well beyond the possibilities of a drawing [Gänshirt, 
2007:152] and to provide laypeople with a presentation they can 
easily understand.
Although scale models may be important as artifacts, they are 
generally perceived as representations. The more generally 
recognizable features/qualities a form of presentation possesses, 
the easier it is for the observer to connect the abstraction 
to its referral. Models are often regarded as the most easily 
understood form of architectural presentation, but are as such 
still ambiguous. 
Figure 4: Three-dimensional presentations in the form of the physical models 
are the easiest to understand, but can still be ambiguous.
Slika 4: Tri razsežnostne fizične predstavitve v obliki maket so najlažje 
razumljive, a so kot način prezentacije lahko vseeno dvoumne.70
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Morris [2006: 68] refers to Christian Norberg-Schulz who 
argues: "As the concretization, the totality is only present in 
the finished work, but it can be represented in different ways. 
Such representations are never satisfactory, as most people lack 
the ability to "read" drawings and models". Oswald [2008: 35] 
approaches the same problem from a different angle, through the 
specifics of modern age: "The diminishing ability of architects, 
clients and brokers to interpret an abstract model is a symptom 
of an education decline extending to perceptual skills, which 
atrophy trough exposure to computer images. As a result, 
architectural  models  are  embellished  with  trees,  figures  and 
other accessories from toy land […], which tempt the decision-
makers to assume a playful attitude toward understanding their 
own design. The art historian Walter Grasskamp coined the term 
"sentimental model" to describe this trend in model building. 
Sentimental models are open to the charge of aiming only to 
look pretty in themselves. Their message is misleading and 
misses the true purpose of an architectural model in the design 
process."
In that scope, it is possible that the power of conducting the basic 
design idea may be overpowered by the expressive meaning of 
the object itself; particularly when presented to laypeople.
Laypeople cannot be expected to perceive physical models in the 
same way as architects do because they do not share the same 
models of interpretation. "To share models of interpretation is to 
share tacit understandings, forestructures that are learned not by 
rules or formulae but by words accompanied by demonstration 
in concrete examples and by practice in specific situations. […] 
Evaluation never is or can be exclusively personal and private. 
On the contrary, evaluation is predominantly communal. These 
communal preconceptions are far stronger than the personal." 
[Snodgrass & Coyne, 2006: 121-122]
"But if the model is deemed to be as professionally encoded as 
drawings, why then are presentation models, for example, made 
in the first place? It may be that the model is not a universal 
object in terms of legibility, it may instead be deeply culturally 
determined, but that cultural filter is not a professional one." 
[Morris, 2006: 68]
Models function differently and are perceived different according 
to the "filters" applied, but because communal preconceptions 
are far stronger than personal ones, it is possible to manage their 
ambiguity.
Ambiguity 
Ambiguity of the physical model is often neglected when 
it comes to the presentation of ideas, but it is well known for 
enabling creative shifts during the design process. Indeed, it is 
their very ambiguity that makes models such a useful design 
tool. 
Goel [1992] argues that ill-structured, open-ended problems, 
like the preliminary phases of design problem solving, need "ill-
structured" diagrammatic representations. Ambiguous media is 
said to enable lateral transformations. Further research on the 
subject in connection with the use of models in architecture 
conducted by Gürsoy [2009] found that ambiguity could be two-
sided: the ambiguity of the design medium vs. the ambiguity 
of the design process. This study showed that the ambiguity of 
a design process with unambiguous media also makes way for 
lateral transformations. Therefore, lateral transformations are 
not solely the product of ill-defined representations, but can also 
be the product of ill-defined design processes.
Physical models in architecture
Models have always been a bit of a blind spot in architectural 
theory. They are often used but rarely considered [Morris, 2006: 
17]. As early as renaissance, when Leon Battista Alberti pointed 
out the distinction between "plain and simple" and "loudly 
dressed" models [Elser, 2012: 16], a division has been made 
between the type of models used and made by architects for their 
own use, which are often plain and simple in their appearance, 
and their elaborate counterparts used to present architectural 
ideas to laymen.
Today, the duality between models used for the generation 
and evaluation of ideas, and the ones used for presentations 
of finished designs is as evident as ever.  According to their 
function, those models that affect the design process are called 
working models, while presentation models is the designation 
used for those used to convey a vision of the final product – 
architecture. While models from the first group are generally 
recognized as an important design tool, the ones in the second 
group are often regarded as nothing more than stand-ins for the 
real thing [Schmal, Elser, 2012: 8], an advertising aid that is 
done post festum and does not affect design decisions in any 
way. The two groups may sometimes appear similar, but they 
function in very different ways.
Working model
"Investigative models, preliminary models- models used 
primarily for feedback or for the designer within the creative 
process." [Greenhalgh, 2009: 8]
For working models to be effective, they have to be available to 
architects at the time of decision-making, which is why working 
models are mostly constructed by architects themselves. As a 
highly ambiguous medium, they enable creative shifts to new 
alternatives [Gürsoy, 2009: 66] during the process of model-
making, through examination of the final result, or both. In the 
case of working models, physical model-making is a form of 
sketching [Gürsoy, 2009: 66] where the process should not be 
separated from the product if one wishes to achieve optimal 
results. The power of working models to strengthen design 
through their production and evaluation makes them the most 
important group of models in architecture. [van Berkel, 2010: 
757] 
Before digital modeling enabled for advanced digital form-
finding  methodologies,  experimental  models  were  important 
tools in the development of structures capable of bearing loads 
with minimal material input. At the time when it was nearly 
impossible to draw the forms of such structures, scale models 
formed the base of spatial investigations and were used at all 
stages of design development [...]. To transfer the results of such 
tests into the form of technical drawings special methods of 
photogrammetry were developed [Janke, 1978: 88].71
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Figure 5: Highly ambiguous working models, used in initial design stages, 
become more defined during the design process, but can still facilitate design 
decisions and generate new ideas.
Slika 5: Zelo dvoumne delovne makete, ki se uporabljajo v začetnih fazah 
projekta, postajajo z razvojem zasnove veliko bolj določene, vendar še vedno 
prispevajo k sprejemanju odločitev in spodbujajo nove zamisli.
Figure 6: Colors, textures, and a whole array of other elements and effects 
are used in presentation models to facilitate the understanding of the finished 
design. 
Slika 6: Razumevanje končne zasnove olajša ustrezna raba barve, teksture in 
ostalih elementov na predstavitveni maketi.
Presentation model
"It (presentation model) is truly an object in the world. Final 
models are rarely the designer’s favorite models; compromises 
are inevitably made in the interest of legibility. Unlike sketch 
models,  final  models  aggregate  intention,  reveal  a  totality." 
[Morris, 2006: 69]
Presentation models are produced after all the design decisions 
have been made in order to showcase them. They aim to represent 
a project or architectural idea holistically [Morris, 2006: 69], are 
therefore less ambiguous and often approach visual conventions 
of other media in an attempt to communicate more broadly. 
Layered technologies
The majority of CAM systems in operation today are 
computerized versions of traditional tools used to process raw 
materials. In the shift from analogue to digital, human handlers 
are simply replaced by computers (CNC, Computer Numerical 
Control) that guide milling, routing or cutting (laser-beam, 
plasma-arc, water jet) heads according to a pre-planned path. 
The procedure is analogous to traditional processes. Results are 
achieved by cutting or subtraction of raw materials to create 
desired shapes. The fabricated parts are later assembled to form 
the final object.
Layered technologies represent the next stage of CAM 
development, where the production process is further removed 
from the hands of the maker. The term layered technologies is 
used to define a group of additive fabrication systems commonly 
known as rapid prototyping or 3D printing. The name derives 
from the principle of production that is common to all of them. 
They are used to produce physical objects automatically, by 
applying or solidifying thin layers of material according to data 
automatically retrieved from a digital 3D model. Most of the 
systems can only print one material at a time. The entire process 
of creating the final object is undertaken by the machine, which 
performs the complete job in a single production stage. The 
idea for this form of production may have come from NASA 
[Knaack, 2010: 9] as it was looking for a way to avoid the 
problem of carrying spare parts on long space journeys. The 
result was a system of production that enables the fabrication of 
any necessary parts on the spot when needed, from a single raw 
material, and creating no leftover waste.
Since  the  late  1980  when  first  such  systems  became 
commercially available, they have been adopted into a large 
number of industries (engineering, consumer goods, medicine, 
etc.). The ability to produce almost any conceivable physical 
shape in a relatively short time enabled massive shifts in the 
design processes, which affect the material culture (rapid 
manufacturing), enable new strategies (mass customization) 
and result in increased functionality that brings competitive 
advantages.
While architecture has never been regarded as a mass-industry, 
and product customization is intrinsic to the discipline, some 
advantages of layered technologies, such as production without 
the need for manual assembly from components by cutting, 
screwing, welding or gluing and fitting, appear promising in the 
context of manufacturing of actual architectural parts or even 72
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entire buildings. Adapting layered technologies for use in the 
construction industry could provide the possibility to produce 
architecture in one go. Currently, a lot of ongoing research is 
being conducted in this field [Knaack, 2010; Soar and Andreen, 
2012], which may bring significant changes to the way architects 
design and build structures, but as of this time there is yet to 
appear a fast current of parallel development that can be seen in 
other industries present in architecture and the building industry.
"To date, the most significant limitation of rapid processes has 
been the size of objects they are able to fabricate. This factor, 
further nuanced by the considerable expense of fabrication 
machines along with the relatively long time required to make 
objects, has led to a reasonably narrow use in architecture." 
[Dunn 2012: 104] The majority of that use is still limited to the 
production of physical scale models.
Figure 7: The layered fabrication process. 
Slika 7: Proces slojevite izdelave.
Digital model
"The use of CAD has changed the design process, as many 
designers now think through the computer." [Greenhalgh, 2009: 
9]
Thinking through the computer is taking a toll on abstraction. The 
traditional set of projections that was once used by architects to 
define objects is now being replaced by the virtual environment 
[Allen, 2009: 76]. Architects work directly on a virtual 3D object 
itself in an environment that operates in actual scale; objects are 
fully defined and capable of producing an endless numbers of 
projections of themselves. This drastic change affected both 
workflow and representation in architecture.
Figure 8: In computer modeling, the traditional set of projections (a) is 
substituted by the digital object itself (b). 
Slika 8: V računalniškem okolju je osnova za delo virtualni objekt (b), ki 
nadomešča tradicionalne projekcije (a).
Paynter et al. [2002] state that haptic manipulation enabled by 
free-hand sketching and physical model-making in the early 
phases of the design process is disabled in the virtual environment 
because complex interfaces interrupt the creative process. 
Gürsoy [2009: 63] adds: "Independent of the complexity of the 
form, the objects in virtual space are always fully defined making 
them unable to provide appropriate support in the early stages of 
design where more ambiguous representations should be used. 
Compared to free-hand sketches and physical models, digital 
models are clear-cut representations. This sharpness evokes 
a feeling of completeness and causes the early crystallization 
of design ideas." Gürsoy [2009: 66-67] places digital models 
somewhere between working and presentation models. Design 
cannot benefit from their ambiguity, if they are ambiguous in 
some way, because they are so well defined.
Conversely, the virtual environment allows the creation of 
complex models and ideas and allows designers to experiment 
with forms without the use of the physical model. "A key 
advantage is the ability of software to allow the comparison of 
concepts without having to create additional models from the 
beginning." [Greenhalgh,2009: 9] As architects rely more and 
more on the computer’s precision and unmatched potential to 
manage complex geometries, it is becoming increasingly evident 
that:  "At  first,  computer  software  simplifies  the  production 
of complex forms and volumes. But it is impossible to fully 
understand, prove and evaluate such shapes based on a number 
of various viewpoints in form of 2D projections on a computer 
screen." [Kern, 2008: 106] 
Virtual models also establish a new way of visualization. Allen 
states that computer renderings often presume that abstraction is 
a liability to be overcome, and tend to bring visualization closer 
and closer to reality. By doing so, they ignore the traditional 
distance interposed between the thing and its representation that 
gave architectural representation its particular power. [Allen, 
2009:75]
Digital models are not affected by the abstraction and scale 
reduction typical for drawings and physical models. Though 
they appear small on the computer screen, they are created as 
full-sized digital representations in an environment that operates 
in actual scale. The potential of CAM systems can be used to 
materialize such designs in a number of different ways.  
"In theoretical terms, the difference between printing a model and 
manufacturing actual elements for a construction site has been 
abolished. Model data is now equally suited to the production of 
model parts as it is to the production of parts for real buildings. 
[…] As a result, the question of whether the digital image on the 
computer is still a model or the complete data set for reality is 
a purely academic, or rather a philosophical one." [Elser, 2012: 
20]
Layered technologies in architectural model-making
The advantages of additive manufacturing, such as the ability 
to produce complex geometries and the absence of any need 
for manual, gluing, joining and fitting of the parts, appeal to 
architects in the context of model-making. Combined with high 
speed and relatively low costs of production they are the main 73
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reason for the increasing proliferation of layered technologies 
within the architectural community.
Layered technologies were developed for the rapid and accurate 
materialization of digital models in the mechanical engineering 
and manufacturing industry. Their aim is to bring the physical 
model as close as possible to the one in the virtual environment 
in a fully automated manner. When used for the purpose of 
architectural model-making, some of their original qualities can 
also be viewed as drawbacks.
Architectural models produced this way include all the data 
from the digital model, are highly detailed and therefore 
provide a precise description of the design [Dunn, 2012: 20]. 
This is regarded as a disadvantage by some authors who caution 
[Oswald, 2008: 35] that a physical architectural model cannot 
and should not be a real life duplicate of 3D visualization; while 
others [Moon, 2005: 198] question the model-making process 
that has been completely removed from the model-maker’s 
hands and see it as a dead end for the model as a medium, 
since models produced at the push of a button cannot offer the 
individuality and range of expression requisite for the task, nor 
can they adequately put to good use the creative imagination and 
lateral thinking of architects.
While one can agree that 3D data is today produced as part of 
routine project documentation, it is not objectively apparent 
whether it can be optimally employed directly for the production 
of physical models using layered technologies, as Kirton & 
Lavoie [2005: 23] imply. The limitations of additive systems 
such as minimal wall and detail thickness, which result from the 
technology and materials used, require a series of adjustments 
and  modifications  before  physical  models  can  be  made  and 
prevent a printed model from being an exact physical-scale 
duplicate of a 3D computer model of a project.
Figure 9: Digital models used to produce physical models are often heavily 
modified parts of the actual project model. Modifications have to be made to 
meet the requirements of layered production process in reduced scale. The 
final physical model is often a combination of the parts made using layered 
technologies and traditional techniques.
Slika 9: Digitalni modeli, ki so osnova za slojevito izdelavo, so pogosto 
močno predelane različice digitalnih modelov uporabljenih pri projektiranju 
in virtualnih predstavitvah. Prilagoditve omogočajo slojevito izdelavo v 
pomanjšanem merilu. Predstavitvene makete so pogosto kombinacija delov 
izdelanih s pomočjo slojevitih tehnologij in tradicionalnih postopkov.
Dramatic scale dissimilarities between the subjects being modeled 
in virtual environment (in 1:1) and those produced in the form 
of the physical model (in scale) also put some of the advantages 
of layered manufacturing shown in mechanical engineering 
and the manufacturing industry into new perspective. During 
the process of extensive scale reduction, which usually occurs, 
detail is lost - an automatic abstraction occurs. It is possible to 
use that fact in the advantage of the physical model and perform 
a conscious abstraction of the virtual model before the start of 
the production process. In such a manner certain qualities can be 
shown or emphasized, making the model comparable to those 
created using traditional techniques.
Another fact that has to be taken into account is that although 
layered technologies enable models to be fabricated in a single 
piece, such models are fairly rare. Most often, digital fabrication 
is combined with other techniques so that individual strong 
points of different mediums can be fully exploited.
Results
According to available reports and theory, our research has 
shown that models produced using layered technologies can 
fulfil traditional model tasks in the presentation of architecture 
while their practicality in conceptualization is rather limited.
We have established that abstraction is the key for the successful 
use of physical models. The level of abstraction is in close 
relation to the ambiguity of the model. Architects build models 
for two basic reasons; for generation and evaluation of ideas 
and for representation of finished design. As a consequence, two 
major groups of models exist:
•  Working models take full advantage of ambiguity in 
order to advance design by allowing free interpretation 
of abstraction. The process of model making can be just 
as informative and helpful in the cognitive process and 
acquisition of new ideas as the end product itself.
•  Presentation  models  are  scale  renditions  of  finished 
designs. Ambiguity and abstraction levels are low and 
used in accordance with culturally common visual 
convention able to provide clarity of the message and easy 
understanding.
We find that laboratory models do not fit in any of the groups 
above because they are governed by a different kind of 
abstraction  and  evaluated  using  scientific  methods.  As  their 
use and production has little to do with visual conventions and 
evaluations, we feel that they should be classified as a separate 
group.
We also find that the lack of ambiguity associated with digital 
fabrication appears to be intrinsic to virtual environment as 
such. Layered technologies were developed to produce physical 
object as faithful to those in the virtual environment as possible. 
Consequently, physical materialization of digital designs cannot 
be expected to drastically change the level of abstraction or 
ambiguity.
Contrary to expectations, there are not many models that lead 
a double life, existing in both digital and physical form in 
architecture. In comparison to rapid prototyping in engineering 74
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and industrial design, the process of digital model-making in 
architecture is quite different. One of the specifics of architectural 
model production is that it involves a drastic scale reduction that 
is in itself a form of abstraction. If the reduction of detail present 
in the digital model is not automatic but performed by the 
architect and devised in accordance with the future function of 
the scale model, it can have a beneficial effect on the operational 
power of the digitally produced physical model that should be 
comparable to traditional techniques.
Figure 10: Different types of physical models used in architecture. General 
levels of ambiguity do not vary only according to the type and use of model but 
also according to the manner of its production.
Slika 10: Različne pojavne oblike arhitekturnih maket. Splošna raven 
dvoumnosti ni odvisna le od funkcije, ampak tudi od načina izdelave.
Discussion
In the part of our research discussed in this paper, we set out 
to define the most essential mechanisms that influence the use 
of physical models in architecture and determine if the same 
results can be achieved when layered technologies are used for 
the realization of architectural models.
Presentation  models  are  materializations  of  a  fully  defined, 
finished design and are as such perfectly suited to be produced 
using layered technologies. In the case of working models, 
though, the process of model making is an integral part of the 
experience and often cannot be separated from the end product. 
This makes an automated process of production, such as layered 
technologies, less appropriate for the production of working 
models. 
Another drawback is that the need to adapt virtual models for 
digital fabrication in reduced scale can interrupt the intuitive 
design processes and could, particularly in the early design 
stages, be considered as an unwelcome distraction. 
One could argue that the preparation of digital data in accordance 
with physical model use is part of the model-making process, 
and can as such lead to new discoveries. But because this is done 
in the virtual environment, it remains subject to an unambiguous 
process that cannot be compared to hand manipulation.
Since our research was conducted using comparison to 
traditional techniques in order to determine the qualities of 
layered technologies, the gathered data is only relevant in the 
context of traditional architectural design strategies. Although 
the method used does not enable for the detection of potential 
novelties  brought  to  the  field  of  physical  model-making  by 
layered technologies, the results are an essential step towards 
the well informed and critical use of such technologies.
In order to determine the potential new uses of physical models 
enabled by layered technologies, a second stage of research will 
be carried out. Using a different method we will focus on some 
of the aspects we were forced to ignore during stage one. 
The instrumental power of models within some of the 
contemporary design strategies such as those based on numerical 
data (parameters, algorithms, etc.) remains relatively unexplored. 
In stage two of our research we will focus on the possibilities for 
the implementation of physical models and layered technologies 
within the different design strategies specific to contemporary 
architectural practice.
Physical models remain popular because they can overcome the 
limitations of two-dimensional presentation of a virtual model 
on the computer screen. Layered technologies can produce 
complex geometries and delicate features much faster than 
traditional model-making ever could, thus forcing architects 
to re-evaluate the use of models. In the generative processes, 
certain characteristics of the virtual environment that might be 
perceived as an obstacle in the traditional design process now 
form the very base of design development. While the traditional 
process benefits from ambiguity, new design strategies rely only 
on known facts in order to produce an outcome that is the only 
unknown part of the process. In that context a question emerges: 
How can the architect benefit from a haptic experience during 
a "white box" design process where the only uncertainty is the 
result?
We intend to answer the question by studying a number of 
individual cases of model use in contemporary practice, focusing 
on the use of models in the realm of new strategies.
We believe that layered technologies are able to increase 
our ability to manage some more vague aspects of complex 
geometries that can only be assessed in physical space. We 
intend to show how relations in conceptualization, control and 
creation of architecture are affected by the integration of digital 
conceptualization tools with physical matter, and how they can 
contribute to the production of increasingly fluid architectural 
forms, flexible spaces, and transformative assemblies.
Further research
We would like to conclude this paper by introducing some 
additional research questions the study evoked. Answers to the 
following can be determined by future research:
•  What impact does the choice of material, color and 
manufacturing principle (non tectonic process in the 
case of layered technologies) have on the use of physical 
models?
•  Could layered technologies offer a way of reintroducing 
physical models to the younger generations who work 
exclusively in the digital environment?
•  What is the connection between the production of physical 
models and full-scale digital fabrication in architecture?75
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Translation Jeremi Slak.
The article presents an overview of recent model-building technologies 
and their place in the architectural design process. It discusses them in 
comparison with traditional modeling techniques, and quotes a wide 
range of references and opinions about their roles and effects in the 
architectural profession.
Missing:
•  A clearer, more readable structure, hierarchical headings 
system.
•  Some of the discussion seems to belong to the conclusion (e.g., 
that layered technologies are better applicable for presentation 
models than for working models).
•  A clearer writing of the problem and conclusion sections.
•  A clearer definition of the next research stage.
•  Mentioning that the reason that layered technology is more for 
presentation is that its refinement process is too specific and 
removed from the design itself in order to be executed by the 
same person who actually does the design (i.e. an architect can 
make a model, but not clean-up a virtual model for printing).
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